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CRYPTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT FOR EITHER 
. SINGLE-ORIGINATOR OR MULTI-OR_IGINATOR COMMUNICATION 

l. a. Progress in the cryptologic field-during the.past 
few yea-,:s has .led to a basic change in cryptologic philosophy, 
a change Which has already oeen recognized by and is of im.,,. 
portant interest to the ASA. 

b. The ti~ust which 'has heretofore been placed in the 
ordinary types of crypto-systems, the solution of which depends 
upon, or is directly or indirectly correlated with, the number 
of tests that have to be made to exhaust a multiplicity of , / 
hypotheses based upon keying possibilities, is daily decreasing. 
The beginning of this decreasing confidence i~ the degree of 
cryptographic security potentially offered by a vast number of 
permutations and combinations available of keying possibilities 
can be traced back to the advent of the application of ~abu~ 
lating machinery to the solution of cryptanalytic problems. _ 
Later, when specially designed cryptanalytic machines employ-
ing electrical relays came to be constructed and applied, success
fully to these problems, a real blow was struck at our former 
concepts of cryptographi·c security. And, now, the assurance 
that electronic cryptanalytic machinery can be a·pplied to 
l?Peed up the solution 9f complex cryptographic systems is tend
ing· slowly to undermine what faith was left in the systems or 
crypto-mechanisms currently considered as being the best there 
are, those using rotors with complicated stepping controls .. , ·· 

. c. - To sum this up, it can .be said that, save for orie 
exception, cryptologic theory and practice during the past 
'quar,ter of a c~ntury serves only to corroborat.E? the theoretical 
validity of ·the century-old dictum first enunciated by Edgar 
Allan Poe: "Yet it may be r·oundly asserted that ht1.lllan ingenuity 
cannot concoct a cipher which hµman ingenuity cannot solve. 11 

2. The foreg9ing summatJon is, as noted, theoretical and 
pessimistic in outlook. From a practical viewpoint, it can be 
stated that, so far as concerns the currently-employed P,igh
e~helon cryptogl'.,'.aphic systems of the U.S. Army, there is 
every reason to believe that, despite the recent advances in 
cryptanalytic techniques and machinery, these systems are still 
quite sequre. .But for how many more years this may continue 
to be true is a matter of serious concern. ·The lead which our 
cryptographic· techniques presently have over our cryptanalytic 
techniques is not sufficiently great to leave no room.at ail 

'for speculation or apprehension as to the situation in Which 
we might· ·find ourselves, say 15 or 20 years from now, when 
the new.ci'yptographic machines under development will _have 
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been completed. It is hardly necessary to note that the Research 
Laboratories Division is endeavoring to anticipate what the 
future may hold in store and is bending all its efforts to pro
duce improved crypto-equipment that will be secure against a 
greatly advanced cryptanalytic art. Basically, these efforts 
are in the direction of increased sophistication and complexity 
in the present types of equipment, on the theory that this 
will always keep our cryptography in the lead of our cryptanalysis. 
But what if it should happen that because of unforeseen develop
ments, in electronics and related fields, progress in crypt
analytic techniques and machinery has actually been greater than 
that in cryptographic techniques and machinery? National 
security demands that we take all measures necessary to guard 
against such a contingency. 

3. The sole exception alluded to in Par. le above, in con
nection ~ith Poe's dictum, appears to be involved in the case 
of ·what may be called a "holocryptic" system, that is; one 
which is theoreti6ally absolutely unsolvable b~cause a message 
in it can be read only by actual physical p6ss~ssion of .the 
key. In a truly holocryptic system, if the key consists .of a 
perfectly random, unpredictable sequence of all the elements 

· (letters or characters) of the language, the sequence being as 
long as the enciphered text itself· and being a primary sequence 
(that is, one not derived from the interaction of a limited 
number of basic components), the cryptogram appears to be un
solvable in the cryptanalytic sense. It appears to be impos
sible to present or to develop any pract;tcal technique fol the 
solution of a truly holocryptic system as defined herein. It 
is to be noted that in the thr~e foregoing sentences the phrase 
"appears to be 11 is used. It is empl'oyed, advisedly, for it 
would be somewhat dangerous to insist upon a categorical state
ment in the absence· of experimentation to demonstrate the 
positive validity of the statements made. -rt is indeed possible 

_to conceiv~· a theoretical general solution for certain of the 
so-called holocryptic systems, but no further remarks will be 
made in this paper on that phase of the subject, except to in
dicate the necessity for further study.· 

4. a. It is to be noted that there are three conditions 
which a cryptographic system must fulfill before it can be 
terme~ a truly holocryptic system: (1) the key must consist of 
all the characters found in the plain. text of the language 
involved; (2) the keying characters must form a perfectly, or 
at least an entirely unpredictable, random sequence, so that it 

1Even were telepathy established as a. practical reality, the 
reading of a cryptogram by this means would_,not constitute a 
cryptanalytic solution. 
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must be a'primary sequence, not a secondary one derived frpm 
the interacti9n of a limited nuniber of basic elements; and (3) 
the keying sequence must be used onc_e and orily once. In our 
best rotor-type cipher machines.the first of these conditions 
is fulrilled; the thir~ is fulfilled to a degree which, for 
all practical purposes,, is quite ,satisfactory; but as regards 
the second condition; it is obviou~ that although the keying 
characters in SIGABA, for example, form an unpredictable' 
sequence, for all practical purposes in the present state of 
the cryptanalytic art, it is not a primary sequence and there
fore the SIGABA or any similar machine presently falls short 
of competing with the truly holocryptic system in security. 
As time goes on, it is poss1ble that the competition will not 
lessen in favor of SIGABA or its successors. '11his point is 
worth so~e elaboration. 

.. 
b. It may·be stated,.in view of what is now practic

able and of what may become practicable in the near future, 
that, at least theoretically, whatsoever be the nature or 
cons'truction of a crypto-mechanism, if it embodies within it. 
all the crypto-elements of the system, messages prepa~ed by · 
it can and-will ultimately be solved. Only when the crypto
mechanism is controlled by some external keying means does it 
present truly holocryptic features--and then only if that 
external keying means is properly designed and employed_. 

,Even if an internally-controlled-crypto-mechanism is employed 
·in a manner such that the internally-produced.keying sequence 

is employed only once, as in SIGHUAD for example, the system 
is still theoretically solvable because that keying sequence 
is produced by th~ interaction, of a limited number of primary 
keying elem~nts, that number being very small in comparison 
with the length of the secondary or resulta;nt keys. Therefore 
it cannot in the present state of the art be considered as . 
falling in the class of holocryptic systems and must be con
sidered to be theoretically solvable. How soon i~ may becqme 
practically solvable is a questio!l that will be answerable 
only with the passage of a few more years. 9 

5. From a practical viewpoint, it may be assumed that 
messages in a holocryptic system will never be solvable, no 
matter what the state of the cryptanalytic art may be. It 
would therefore be wise to extend the usage of such systems. 
Unfortlina tely, the last two condi ti.ons ·which must be fulfilled 
in a truly holocrypt·ic system impose practical limitations on 
the extensive employment of such systems in military crypto
communication. The large volume of communication required . 
and the large number of commands which must intercommunicate 
make it. wholly impracticable_ to prepare and to distribute 
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the multitude of lengthy primary sequences that would be 
pequired. Moreover, the keying s~quences can only be used 
once. If used more than once; even only two times in most 
cases, such a system is quite insecure. 

6. · It is usual to refer to a system using a pad of sheets 
of paper on which keying characters appear as a "one-time pad 
system", and systems using perforated tapes, such as the SIGTOT, 
as a "one-time· tape system". For the system using the SIGABA 
or similar equipment there is no analogous designation based 
upon the number of times a key is used, though supposedly such 
a system could be referred to as a "many-time system"--a 
designation technically too loose and inaccurate for the pur
poses of this paper. The· real essence· of the matter is that, 
in the case of a one-time pad or one-time tape system, practical, 
almost...:absolutely-sure intercommunication is assured only when 

. there are but two copies of a pad or tape, one held by the 
originator of a message, the other by the addressee; and further
more, an originator must not use as the keying sequence for 
any of his outgoing messages a sequence intended to decipher 
any of his incoming messages. So far as concerns the ability 
to originate messages that will' be absolutely secure, therefore, 
a true one-time.system must be limited in its distribution to 
one originator; for this reason such a system will hereinafter 
be referred to as a "one-originator system". A system such as 
the one employing SIGABA, for example, will be referred to as 
a "multi-originator system",' because many holders of ~he equip
ment can originate secure messages and thus intercommunication 
among ~any holders can be pr'ovided. 

7. a. The question arises: would it be possible, practical, 
and advantageous to have crypto-equipment which will, in the 
same basic machine, provide fqr truly holocryptic, one-originator 
systems as well as for.high-security, multi-originator systems? 
In other' words, what about.a single machine.which for the · 
greatest part would be .used for multi-originator communication, 
but whfch could, when special circumstances dictated, serve 
also for single-originator communication? · 

b. The possibility that such a machine can be devised 
has already been demonstrated in at least two cases. The first 
is to be noted in.the case of the obsolete Converter M~l34A, 
wherein the angular displacements of _the rO-tors of a 5-rotor 
crypto-maze were controlled by perforated tapes. Multi- . 
originator communication was provided for by issuing the tapes 
in sets of 48 and using them according to the variations in
dicated in a key list. To employ such a machine by-the use of 
individual tapes according to the single-originator system is 
obviously possible, though it was actually not done when 
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Conver~er M-134A was in current usage.·. The s_econd example ·is 
to be noted in the case of SIGSALY, .wherein holocryptic, 
single-originator communication was proyided for by the use 
of SIGRUVE records and high-security, multi-originator com
municatfon was provided for by the so-called Busch machine. 
The latter was hardly ever used, however, for various reasons, 
mostly because of mechanical or electrical difficulties, not 
for secur.i ty reasons. 

c. There seems to be l~ttle. question of the practic
ability of the idea of a single machine capable of serving 
both functions. "If the basic equipment is designed to incor
porate the idea~ and is in·itself practicable, there should 
be no problem about providing for the dual function by means 
of suitaple a~apters or cooperating components. For example, 
in the case of SIGABA, it. is perhaps possible to provide a 
"basket" or crypto-component in which the control and index 

-rotors are replaced by a tape transmitter through whi~h could 
.be passed a 1-time,tape. With the normal component (present 
SIGIVI), the availability of SIGABA for multi-originator com
munication would remain intact; yet, when occasion demanded 
the assurance of absolute·security, this could also be furnished 
by the special component.replacing the SIGIVI. 

d. As to the advantages and disadvantages of the pro
posal, there is no doubt that.it would complicate matters to 
a certain extent, but the advantage of having a single machine 
capable of performing the.dual function and of affording not 
onl·y highly secure multi-originator communications but also 
nearly-absolutely-secure single-originator communication is 
obvious. Even now there would be a practical usa~e for such a 
machine. Recent cases wherein question has been raised with 

1 regard to the security of specific .messages demonstlrate the 
point. "Eyes Only" messages also demand special treatment. 
But of' greater significance is the importance of having such 
a machine with -vrhich to face the future. For, should ·it turn 
out that 15 or 20 years from no~r the actual progress in crypt
analytic techniques and machinery approximates or surpasses the 

· expected progress, we should not be caught unprepared. Our 
security equipment could still meet the·needs of security to a 
better degree than would be the case if we proceed-on the 
assumption that our cryptography can always be advanced, by 
increasing sophistication and complexity of construction, .to 
be sufficiently in the leadof our cryptanalysis to permit our 
confidence in the security of our equipment to remain undis
turbed. In short, the proposal here made is in the nature of 
an 'insurance policy against unforeseen contingencies--we ought 
not to allow ourselves .to be caught in an unfavo1'able. communi
cation security position becaus·e of wholly unexpected develop
ments or much more rapid improvement in our signal intelligence 
position. · · 
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8. It has been suggested that as an alternative to the 

dev~lopment of adapter-type components in equipment designed 
to be capable of performi_ng the dual function outlined herein, 
it would be possible to issue special key-lists and use a 
specific keying arrangement once and only once; this being 
nearly equivalent to th~ truly holocryptic single-originator 
system under discussion. There is no doubt that such a scheme 
would give added security, ·but it does not me.et gui te· squarely 
the issue presented her~in. The point has been touched upon 
in Par .. 4b and the argument therein presented is equally 
applicable kere: · · 

, 
9. If the principle or proposal advanced herein has 

merit, it could be adopted as a general policy to incorporate 
it wherever possible and practicable. 

10. It is recommended that: 

a. The propqsal suggested herein, viz., that future 
development of security equipment be so directed as to .fn
corporate features or components which will alternatively· 

.permit of' s.ingle-or•iginato11 and of multi-originato11 comrmini
cations by the same basic machine-, be studied to ascertain 
its merits. 

b. If the proposal is found to possess advantages 
important enough to outweigh its disadvantages, :i, t be. considered 
for adoption as a general policy. . . 

c. Cons.ideration be given to the prop9sa;l in connec
tion with the current ·revision of SIGIRA. . . 

d. Some research and study be given to .the question 
of holocryptic systems to ascertain what might be accomplished 
by the use of' new machinery now only dimly conceived but 
perhaps possible of being constructed.· · 

e .· . Further research and study be devoted to a careful 
examination of the nature of our.present mechanisms for the 
generation of our 1-time keys and of the nature of the cipher 
alphabets employed in connection therewith for the encipherment 
of classified communications. · . (UJ' ' ~~ .. 

WI~RIEDMA~ 

6 

Chief, Communications Research 
2 May 1947 
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•As discussed ---- --------------------,-w · As requested 
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. . . Lt·. : . .:c~·oi~ ;Rose~- ~~iitiq~ea>a -~~~lee ·~rhich :is bei~g·, constr:.ic-. · 
· · .. ·· .ted-':.for· fu.ar.king :"t;;he Baudot 'start. ,p.tilse p·osi tion on. u:hdulator 
· '. . _tapes. <This ·dev:tce, ·1t ._suc·c·e'ssful:/ wiil grea t-ly. fci:cili ta:te · . 

. , the reading of :_ta,_pe re9ordE?-,·of 5: ,unit cod,e transmissi_ons. At·· 
·. :· .. ·.GCCS. this mark+ng i~L:done by.:hanµ-... ·, · · ·, 

• ~ ' •· .' ,' ,. :· . •. • I• ,' .. • ••. . . ' • . ' ' : ~ 

··. Mr.- ,Morris s·tated 'tha·t ·th~ :time delay rec.order _is under
. '.going. test: a~ V;i11t Hill."· :r;ri,. a current security monitor-i·ng . 

. .,.- : missfori_-.1n· _wh:tc:h,mul:ti;ton~· te.le.type trahsinissiqn ·was _trans-. 
mi tted O'n .·9ne ~n1e ba,nd. and/'s.peech::on ·~h~ other, the delay 
d~vJce made. possi:b1~ ·.an arr~nge~~nt by .which .. :al.1·: tele_ph9rie· 
comin:uni:cation .w'as recorded·vrithout:the long ,intervals. which·_ 

'_actually ·o'ccur bet1~~~h ·:ti:-ari?mis~:i,"pn~ arid w:i, thout loss of ap.y 
. par.t of 't_he- :corfimu.nicat':ion. _. -It.,.was sugge'ste·d ~that_-·this. method 

-· .. i.s .. of. signiffqance- 'ih: conn~~tiorl_ -w.:tth telephone monitoring of -';. 
... . . any .sort.-: Mr. Frie:dman p;q:l,.nt out:\:that ~this WE3,~. a 'm$ans· '·of. : . 

· ·a9complishing. wha;t Capt'. Rh.oads, had suggest'ed- in. 1935-:"· that ·a· 
·message be copied _by autom¢.tic .Jn.ean:~ only whe_re· such ari _iderit:i- · 
fying word as ETAT appears-. ;in the_::transmi~~ion,;· thus_ say.ihg. , · 
monitoring tinie. Capt.· Wenger. re:Por.ted that the P /L ''·equipment· : 
·w:111 bE?. . set up" tenipor.arily":·a.t ~k_9-gs I. vntil:. :;iomething further · -.. 
develop~. on sc:i;>ambl~d'~-~-~peech ,transmissio:µ~ ··Mr., Morris said .. 

·nf .. or}e\'-of : thE?~~ iat te:r_;_<'f .e.-.: ~~:Pan.~:.~.~~--e~ig.in·, ,hB:d' t)eeri' · o~·se!_'.v_ed 
or a.year~ · - / 
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-:- _ Ltq,--Oolo-- ~osen ·mant~_one_d _ra;·~~vice --ifhich.1s-b~~g construc
tad ·toXo· fu.l.rking the Baudot· :start. pulse position on UD.dulator -

·tapeao ~-;.-This deviee 9 ·if'. s~ccess.t'11:~- wiil gr_eatly _facilitate 
; th~.·read1ng :_of,tape reco~d.s"o_t ·s·un1t cod~ tr.ansmissio~s-o - A-t 

· .. • , GOCS.:this marking'-'is·- done'.'.·by,_,~-~do'; . -... · ::--'. · :,_- : .. - - .. :. :- . 
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,_ - -·-, -~~ -- Bl.lorr.is stat~c{ t~-t ·the ti~~, -delay ·;~~~rder fs. under~- -
. .-: . - going test .~t;-Vi-nt'_Hi_ll.'!. ·:_-;~:-_:a ;~uzt~e~t _seo~_:i.:ty monitoring- . · 

mission' in .. vhi_ch'mUltitone --~eletype .transmis's-ion·)ras trans-
... :mitted on one side ·ban.d,-_~d.)1p~e~h .. on the otherJ) the delay 

dsv,ice -made pos~Jble ,an arra.ngemcant by ·which ·all talephone -
-communication. vas: recorded.-witho.ut· the ·long intervals ·'.which 

_ '". -. _. li.C~ually. occur· between· txian~~ssi'ons and wfthout ~ l_OSS of any _ 
pa.rt. of: th' comm'Unica.tion·~ ·-· 'It was. suggested~· th.at this··method 

. i!ii of. signiticei.xioe 1n·--co_nne~.tion,with .. telephone monitoring -of 
_ any sor.to 001"~ Prie-Clman point: out _t~t· this- ·¥as·_~ means of_ . · 

-··· e.ccomplishing _wb.$t papt .. }ihoads-·had ·sugges-ted,_1.n: 1935&"----~~t ~ -
-,, . -. message be. c9pie~ by aut~matic .. mea.ns only :w:here .such ¥tri -identt-
. -- - f'yillg vord a:a, ETAr;r.-appe!!Lz-s· 1.D. -th~ --transmission.»- thus· saving:.,-· - - _ 
· - . . monitoring._ time o .- . Capt o Wenger -:reported t~ t the_ P /L equipment 

·_ <. vill •-be, set. up -~empQrarily·.a:t 'Ska.gs I~· ~t.il.'sc>ln~thing furthet' -
.. _--_ d0velops ·on" 1:1o~a~pl~~~ -.8.l?.~~-~p._.:tr.'?>~~~ssiop.o .- .~.o. Morris_ saici - _. _ 
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